1.
The method of proof for this theorem follows Sinnott's argument for the number field case quite closely. The similarity in the arguments is explained at least in part by the existence of certain universal distributions in both cases. These objects warrant further study and in fact will be considered more closely by us in a forthcoming paper.
We now give a brief description of the contents of this paper. In Section 1 we develop a number of fundamental properties of the cyclotomic functions field k(/l,). Many of these results are extensions of facts established in our previous paper [4] in case M is a prime power. On occasion we will refer the reader to that paper to save word-for-word repetition of an argument found there. In the second section we derive an analytic class number formula for h(0,). In Section 3 we study ordinary distributions on the abelian group klR,-The circular units are introduced in Section 4. In addition we begin our calculation of the index [ 0:: Cl. This index is determined up to a factor which is analyzed in Section 5. The proof of the theorem will then be complete.
As we mentioned earlier, the arguments for the number field and function field cases have a sort of common base or denominator, if you will, namely, a certain universal distribution. Hence, rather than repeating fully arguments given by Sinnott for number fields or trying to generalize these results to handle both cases simultaneously, we will indicate briefly (in Sections 3-5) how Sinnott's argument must be modified to handle our needs. We hope that the reader will not object to referring to Sinnott's beautiful paper for details.
The explicit class theory for Fq( Z') given by Hayes (6 1 was developed in a more general context by Drinfeld [ 3 ] and Hayes [7] . It is natural to conjecture that an analogue of Kummer's class number-unit index theorem holds in this setting as well. In fact, an explicit conjecture along these lines has been made by Goss on several occasions (see, for instance, [ 5, (2.8) /.
In conclusion, we would like to thank David Goss for many useful conversations, as well as his unwaning enthusiasm and encouragement.
I. CYCLOTOMIC FUNCTION FIELDS
We begin with a review of basic facts concerning cyclotomic function fields and a catalogue of notation.
For any commutative ring R, let R * denote the unit group of R. If R is a Dedekind domain, then C(R) represents the ideal class group of R. Let co denote the prime divisor of k = F,(T) corresponding to l/7'. If f E R .,., then ord,df) = -deg(f).
Carlitz [ 11 constructs an R,-module structure on the additive group of k ". This module structure was then used by Hayes [6] to describe an explicit class field theory for k. These ideas were generalized independently by Drinfeld [ 3 1 and Hayes [ 71 to an arbitrary global field of characteristic p. We briefly review the Carlitz-Hayes theory for k = F,(T). (See [6] for details.) Let #: k"'-+ k"' and p: k"" --) k"' be defined respectively by d(u) = u9 and ,u(u) = Tu for u E k"". For any M E R *, u E k"', define uM by d' = M(# + ,u)(u).
If M is manic of degree d in T, then uM has the form p=Uqd+ u9d-l + . *. + u4 + Mu, (1) where [y ] E R, is a polynomial of degree (d -i)q'. Carlitz showed that if AM = {A 1 IM = 0}, then K = k(ll,), the extension of k in k"' generated by the elements of A,, is an abelian extension of k whose Galois group G is canonically isomorphic to (R,/(M))*.
For any A E (R r/(M))*, uA denotes the element of G corresponding to A under this isomorphism. Hayes shows that for 1 E /i,, ~~(2) = LA. Let J c G be the subgroup of G corresponding to the element of F,*, i.e., Note that by (1) if 0, E J and A E/i,, then a,(n) = aL. Let Q(M) denote the cardinality of (R T/(M))*.
In [6] Hayes is able to describe all abelian extensions of k in terms of the extensions k(A,), M E R T, constant field extensions, and certain extensions of k in which co is wildly ramified. (In k(A,), co is tamely ramified.) One particular consequence of his work is the following elegant result: Any abelian extension of k in which cc is tamely ramified is a subfield of a constant field extension of k(AM) for some M E R r.
In this section we record a number of technical facts which are necessary in the proof of our main theorem. The key result is Lemma 1.1, which describes precisely the completion of k(A,) at any infinite prime, i.e., a prime of k(A,) lying over the prime co of k. This lemma enables us to show that the fixed field of J is the decomposition field of co in k(A,,). (See Lemma 1.3 and the remarks which follow.) We next describe the divisibility properties of the elements of A, at the infinite primes. Finally we close with a handful of results about ramification and units in k(A,+,), for a manic M# 1. LEMMA 1.1. Let V be a prime of k(AM) lying over 03 and let K, denote the completion of K at Fp. Then KY = F,J("-l-i).
Proof:
First we prove the lemma in case M = Q is a manic prime polynomial of degree d. Let I E/i, be chosen so that ord&) = -1. (The existence of such a 2, is established in [4, Sect. 41.) Recall that
where [ 4 ] E R, has degree (d -i)q'. Hayes [6, Theorem 3.21 shows that ]Ksl : k,] = q -1, where k, is the completion of k at co. Moreover k, = F,(( l/T)) since l/T is a local parameter at co. Dividing both sides of Eq. (2) by T(qd-l)'(q-i), we obtain
where V= Aq-'/T and h,(l/T) E F,[ l/T] is a polynomial in l/T such that
We make several observations. First, since Gal(KpJk,) = J 14, Lemma 1 ], Aq-' E k,. In addition l/Aq-' is also a local parameter at co. Therefore Aqml/T is a unit at co. Second, an argument by degrees shows that ord,(h,-,(1/T)) = 0 and that ord,(h,(l/l")) > 0 for 0 < i Q d -2. Third, since Id??, ] is manic of degree qd-', &,-,(1/T) = 1 (mod l/T). Combining these remarks we have
forcing Vs -1 (mod(l/T)). In other words l/Aq-' = (-l/T)y, where y = 1 (mod(l/T)).
By Hensel's Lemma y = zq-' for some z E k,. Therefore K, = k,(A) = k,(l/A) = k,(q-1$1/7') = F,((q-lflo). Thus the lemma is proved in case M is prime.
Next suppose that M = Q", where Q is a manic prime and n is any positive integer. Let !$ be an infinite prime of k(A,,) and let 1, ' be an infinite prime of k(AQ) lying under CQ. Then Hayes [6, Theorem 3.21 shows that the completion of k&.) at 13 coincides with the completion of k(A,) at $3'. The lemma is now established whenever M is a prime power.
Finally, suppose M is a arbitrary manic fl in R,. Let Q be a manic prime dividing M. Write A4 = Q"N, where NE R, is relatively prime to Q. Let P be an infinite prime of k(A,) and let !J3' and '$" denote the restrictions of 'p to k(A,,) and k(A,), respectively. By induction on the number of distinct prime divisors of M, we can assume that Proof. Let !I3 be an infinite prime of K. Since f, = 1, the inertia group of !J3 coincides with the decomposition group of '$3. Choose L E A, such that ordn(;l) = -1. In case M is a prime power, the work in [4, Sect. 41 guarantees the existence of such a 1. To show that such a 3, exists in the general case, write M = Q"N, where Q does not divide N. Let 'P' denote the restriction of rP to k(A,,). Choose ;1 E/i,. cli, such that ord&) = -1. Since k(AM) is unramified over k(A,,) at the infinite primes, ord,(l) = -1. Note that l/1 is a local parameter of K. Now if o. E J, then a,(A) = al, thus a,( l/J) = a( l/A), implying that J is a subgroup of the decomposition group of '$3. Since IJI = q -1 = eco, the proof is complete.
Let F be the fixed field of J. Then F is a subfield of K of index q -1. Moreover, since J is both the inertia group and the decomposition group of each infinite prime of K, any infinite prime of F ramifies fully in K and F is the decomposition field of the infinite prime co of k; i.e., F is the largest subfield of K in which co splits completely. Motivated by the striking analogy with the number field situation, we call F the maximal real subfield of the cyclotomic function field K = k(AM). To push the analogy further, one can regard the field k, (which coincides with the completion of F at any of its infinite primes) as being analogous to the field of real numbers. The completion of K at any infinite prime then plays the role that the field of complex numbers plays classically.
DEFINITION.
Let x E k, = F,((l/T)).
We call x manic in k, if x/(1/T) ordm(x) 3 1 (mod( l/T)).
Notice that M(T) E R, is manic in k, if and only if M(T) is a manic polynomial in R,.
The next result is an analogue of the obvious fact that the norm of any nonzero complex number is a positive real. As before P denotes an infinite prime of K = k(A,). 
which in turn means that
Therefore ord&) > -1. Clearly, ordY(l) < 0 exactly when ord,(l) = -1. Suppose ord&) > 0. Then ord,(JT) = ord,(Lq + TA) = ordo = ord&) -(q -1). This observation proves that ordo = i(q -1) -1 for some integer i >, 1. In fact we have the following result which is a direct extension of [4, Lemma 41 and whose proof we omit. Since 1 must have a pole, there is an infinite prime 'Q, such that ord,,@) = -1. Since G acts transitively on the infinite primes, there is a B E R, which is prime to A4 and of degree h < d -1 such that oe "$3 = $3 i . Thus -1 = ord,,(A) = ordV(AB) = (i -h)(q -1) -1 by Lemma 1.5. It follows that i = h which contradicts i > d -1.
Our next goal is to show that the upper bound indicated in Lemma 1.5 is actually achieved. To do so we will need some elementary facts about the polynomial 2P and its irreducible factors.
For NE R, the set A, = (U 1 zP' = 0) is a cyclic Rr-module. For any generator A E A,, let W,,(U) denote the manic irreducible polynomial of 1 over R,. Carlitz [ 11 shows that W,(U) has degree Q(N) and that u"= n W,(u). Va modulo u*@-'), we find that
If follows that C' = Q. By considering the coefficient of uq-,, we also see that (WhenM=Q" is a prime power, A, = Q and A,= C; otherwise A, = 1, A,= C,.) This contradiction completes the proof. PROPOSITION 1.11. Let P be a prime divisor of k of degree 1. Let L be a finite extension of k with the property that P is the only prime of k that ramifies in L and that P tamely ramifies in L. Then L = k.
ProoJ
From the Riemann-Hurwitz formula
where g, is the genus of L and the sum runs over primes '$ of L lying over P. Therefore
Let Q be a manic prime dividing M. Since the Galois group G is abelian, we can speak of the inertia group of Q, To, namely, T, is the inertia group of any prime of K lying over Q. COROLLARY 1.12. n T, = G, where the product is taken over manic prime divisors of M. LEMMA 1.13. For each manic prime Q dividing M, T, f7J= (u,}.
Proof. The fixed field of T, is k(A,), where A4 = Q"N and (Q, N) = 1. However, J restricted to k(AN) has fixed field of index q -1 in k(A,). Thus Jn T, = (a,).
Recall that 0, and 0, are the integral closures of R, in K and F, respectively. Proof. Suppose M is not a prime power. We will show that (1, A,...,Aq-*} is a set of coset representatives for 0,*/O:, where A is a generator of A,V. Let E E 0:. For each o, E J, consider u, = U,(E)/&. Clearly u, E 0:. Since ca E J, the inertia group of any infinite prime 'p of K, ordql(e) = ordrp(a,(s)). Thus u, is a unit at every prime divisor of K, thus u, E F$. Therefore Ed-' E 0:. Since Aq-' E F, K = F(l) = F("-'F). By Kummer Theory, E = A$ for some y E O$ (recall that since M is not a prime power, A E 0:) and some integer i, 0 < i < q -2; in other words, E = Ai (mod O,*). Since 1, A ,..., Aq-* are distinct modulo O,*, the proof is complete when M is not a prime power. For the prime power case the reader can either refer to [4, Proposition l] or modify this proof accordingly.
Let 9 and S denote the set of infinite primes of K and F, respectively. Recall that both .Y' and S contain @(M)/(q -1) elements. Let g" (9 ) denote the group of K-divisors of degree zero generated by 9'. Then 9!"(.9 ) is a free abelian group of rank r = @(M)/(q -1) -1 generated by (q -'$o / ?, E .Y' -(Yo}}, where Sp, is some fixed prime in ,Y'. Similarly a,(S), the group of F-divisors of degree zero, is free abelian of rank r generated by (P' -PA/P E S -{PA}}, where PA E S is fixed. Let 9(Y) (resp. 9(S)) denote the group of principal K-divisors (resp. F-divisors) divisible only by primes in 9' (resp. S). The group 9(Y) consists precisely of the divisors of the units of 0,. Similarly 9(S) is the group of divisors of elements of 0:. Clearly 9'(Y) 2 9(Y) and g'(S) 2 9(S). The Dirichlet Unit Theorem assures that the group index [a"(Y) : 9(Y)] is finite [ 12 ] . This index, which provides a measure of the size of the unit group, is called the regular of K 
and is written R(K). We also write R(F) = [G@'(S) : S(S)]
and call R(F) the regular of F. The next lemma pinpoints the relationship between the two regulators. since each infinite prime of F fully ramifies in K.
ANALYTIC CLASS NUMBER FORMULAS
In this section we develop analytic formulas for the orders of certain class groups attached to the maximal real subfield F of k(AM). First we calculate the number of F-divisor classes of degree zero. Then we relate this number to the class number of the Dedekind domain 0,.
Let G$ be the group of divisors of F, i.e., &SF is the free abelian group generated by the prime divisors of F. Let GJi be the group of F-divisors of degree zero. Let .YF be the group of principal F-divisors. Then $F E G3i.. The quotient group CF = @F/& is called the group of F-divisor classes of degree zero. It is well known that CF is a finite group. Our goal is to develop an analytic expression for h(F), the order of CI.. Next we turn to the zeta function of F with the aim of obtaining a formula for h(F). The analysis is a direct extension of that given in [4] in case A4 is a prime power, hence we will omit some details.
By definition the zeta function of We rewrite this formula in a slightly different way. Since
where the last sum is taken over monies of degree less than d that are prime to M and where m(A) = (d -1 -n)(q -1) -1 if A has degree n. Recalling that r = @(M)/(q -1) -1 we obtain the following expression for h(F):
where the sum is over the monies A of degree less than d that are prime to M.
DISTRIBUTIONS
In this section we discuss distributions in the context of the quotient k/R,. Many of our results are direct transplants of facts that have been established for ordinary distributions on Q/Z by Sinnott [ 131 and Kubert-Lang [ 11, Chap. 2). We will devote a forthcoming paper to a study of distributions in more general settings.
Let A be an abelian group, A function 4: k/R, -{O) + A is called an ordinary distribution on k/R, if A ld M Nr + A )/W = 4(r) for all r E k/R, -(O}. The next proposition exhibits the ordinary distribution on k/R, that will occupy our attention. 
L'], the usual group index. Other basic properties of the index are described in [ 13, Sect. 11. We will freely use these properties.
The next three results are merely analogues of facts concerning ordinary distributions on Q/Z. (See [ 13, Sect. 21; [ 11, Chap. 21.) Since the proofs are almost identical to the proofs in the number field case, we refer the reader to Sinnott's paper. Let x be a primitive Dirichlet character on R, whose conductor M is a manic polynomial. As can be easily verified, the constructions and results of this section also carry over to distributions on R,(M). This observation will be used in the next section.
CIRCULAR UNITS
Our next goal is to calculate the index in O,* of a certain naturally appearing subgroup of units which is analogous to the group of circular units in the ring Z [&,,] . The calculation of this index follows closely the methods which Sinnott used to determine the index of the circular units in Zl[,,,] *. As the reader will see, some variations from the number field case do occur in our analysis. Yet, remarkably, the index has essentially the identical form in the two cases.
Let P be the subgroup of K* generated by F$ and the set AG = A,,, -(0). Call C = Pn O,* the set of circular units or cyclotomic units of the cyclotomic function field K. Clearly C is a subgroup of 0:. Of course it is not obvious a priori that C is a subgroup of finite index in 0:.
Let A E /i; and u E G. Then as the reader can quickly check, Au-' = a(A)/l. E C, hence au-' E C for all a E P. The next proposition characterizes the subgroups C and F,* of P in terms of certain norm mappings. Proof. (a) If a E C, then as(') E RF = Fz. However, as"' is clearly manic in R, (Lemma 1.4). Therefore aS(') = 1.
If a E P and as(') = 1, then since aup' E C for all u E G,
= aStG) E a@(M) (mod C).
Thus a*("') E C and a E C.
(b) If a E F,*, then aScJ' = aq-' = 1.
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Suppose astJf = 1. For any I E A * and for any oJ, E J, ;1"a = aA which implies that Thus for a E P, astJ) = &a*-'. If as(') -1 then aq-' --7 -f 1. Since Fz is precisely the set of roots of unity in K*, we conclude that a E F:.
Write M = n;=, Q;i, where Q, ,..., Qg are distinct manic primes and ei > 1. Write di = deg(Q,). Note that the same argument shows that ker(1) n O,* = F$.
(b) First we remark that , &'-c K* and that ..P' G P n ker(l).
Conversely let a E Pn ker(Z). Then for all u E G, a"-' E C and /(a"-') = 0.
Thus a"-' E F,* for all c E G. Therefore aq-' = g(T) E k*. Since l(a) = 0, ord,(g(T)) = l/(q -1) ordV,(g(T)) = 0. Moreover, (aS(G))q-' = g(7')"'M' which by Lemma 4.2 implies that g(T) is in the subgroup of k* generated by the primes dividing M.
Remark. As an abelian group I P^ has rank g -1, where g is the number of distinct prime divisors of M. Proposition 4.3(a) implies that I induces an isomorphism of 0,*/C onto /(O,*)//(C). Thus (02 : C) = (I(O,*) : I(C)) provided that either of these indices is defined. We will show both that (1(0,) : I(C)) is defined and that this number is h(O,)(q -I)", where a = 2g-2 + 1 -g. In order to prove this assertion, we will factor (I(O,*) : 1(C)) into a product of indices each of which is defined and determinable. It is easily seen that if C, = C n O,*, then C, = CJ = (x E C ] xoa = x} and 0%/C z 0,*/C,. Thus the main theorem can be phrased in terms of real units, i.e., units of 0,. However we will work with the groups O,* and C. Let T, = I(P) and T, = (x E T, ] S(G)x = 0). Clearly T,, 2 f(C) (Lemma4.1).
In the number field case, Sinnott shows that T,, = I(C). However, in our setting this statement is not true. We now begin to investigate the precise relationship between T,, and I(C).
If A is a Z[G]-module, then A, will denote the set of elements of A killed by S(G) and A, will denote the set of elements fixed by G. Also we write (X, ,.-., X,,) to denote the abelian group generated by the elements X, ,..., X,. We have just proved that I(P,) = e. Let .A denote the subgroup of k* generated by the manic primes dividing M. Let Q be a manic prime dividing A4 and let H = Gal(k(/ic,)/k).
Then A$""' = Q. Since S(H) = S(J)y, where y E ZIH], Q = (,;e)s? Thus PscJ' 1 A'. On the other hand, by Lemma 1.4 any element of PScJ) is manic. Therefore since R, is a UFD, PfcJ'/.H is torsion free. However, (P~cJ))ecM) = P~v)scG' 5 Pf(') E. K Therefore Pf(-') = 4. Hence 7y=Z(P*)= l -qpy') = q-1
Therefore e, T,/c g I/I, and the proof of the lemma is now complete.
Our next task is to consider T,,//(C).
LEMMA 4.5. The index (To : 1(C)) is defined.
Proof. We show that @(M) annihilates the quotient group To/l(C). Since To is a finitely generated Z-module, the lemma follows.
For u E G and x E P, we know that ,Y-' E C. Therefore al(x) = I(x) (mod I(C)) and S(G) I(
In order to calculate [To : l(C)] we need necessary and sufficient conditions for when a given x E P has the property that (a) I(x) E T,, (b) I(x) E I(C). These conditions are provided by the next lemma.
Let x = n&** A a(A) E P. By Corollary 1.9 if 1 is a generator at AN as an R,module wherg N is not a prime power, then A E C. Let Ai be a generator of A,?. Then any A EA$ can be expressed in the form A = Ai, where z = CoPG a(u)u with a(u) E 2. Therefore, recalling uy = y(C) for y E P,
for some k, ,..., k, E Z. We will analyze each of the four factors on the right. We will show that each is defined thereby establishing the finiteness of the index (0; : C). In the next section we indicate how to calculate the index (etRo : e+ U,,). At that point the proof of the theorem stated in the introduction will be complete.
Notice that X is a vector space of dimension r = @(M)/(q -1) -1 over Q. The group e +R, is a lattice in X since the r elements e+ ((I, -1) where (A, M) = 1 and 1 #A is manic form a Z-basis for e+R,.
(1) (I(O,*) : e+R,). Let VI,..., q, be a set of fundamental units of 0%. For any E E O,*, CAECRrICMn* ordqlA(e) = 0. Therefore, (2) (e 'R, : et U,). By Proposition 3.4, U is free abelian of rank Q(M). Thus et U is free abelian of rank @(M)/(q -1) = r + 1 and et U,, is free abelian of rank r. Since e+R, is also a free abelian group of rank r, (e + R 0 : e + 17,) is defined.
(3) (et U,, : (1 -e,)T,). By Proposition 3.3 and the remark preceding the statement of this theorem, (1 -e,)T, = wU. Since (T, I(A) = /(La) = 1(n) for all IE E/ii and all a E F$, (1 -e,)r, E X. For any x E X, (1 -e,)e+x=x.
Thus (1 -e,)T, =we'(l -e,)U. Let A: X -+ X be the linear mapping defined by A(x) = WX. Then A(e+ U,,) = (1 -e,)T,. A standard calculation together with the main result of Section 2 shows that where in each case the product is taken over the nontrivial real characters of (R,/(M))* and the sum is taken over manic A of degree less than d that are prime to M. Thus (1 -e,)T, is a lattice in X and (e+U,: (1 -e,)T,)=(ql)"'h(F). The final step is the explicit calculation of (efR, : e+U,,). In the number field case, Sinnott determines this index essentially by representing it as a product of integers each of which is the order of a certain first cohomology group. More specifically, Sinnott evaluates IHi (J, U,)l, where J z ( f 1) and U* occurs in a canonical filtration of U. While Sinnott's analysis is quite delicate, these cohomological considerations happen to be very formal. On the one hand they have been extended and axiomatized by Kubert [S, 91. On the other hand, Sinnott's work can be applied to our case, namely, J z F,*, with no difficulty. Instead of presenting the many details, we will simply provide a catalogue of terms and will indicate what changes (all of them minor) must be made to establish the corresponding results in our setting.
The statements and proofs of the results of [ 13, Sect. 5 1 carry over almost verbatim to our situation. We note the necessary modifications.
Our Proposition 1.9 is used in the function field analogue of Sinnott's Proposition 5.1. 
